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A GIANT DEEP^EASQUID* T.4AWVGM SPM FROMSOUTHAUSTRALIAN
WATERS

In April l^SO fishermen from Porl Lincoln

reported the capture of a giant squid bearing

hooks instead of suckers on the arms, The speci-

men, estimated to be 2 m lony a 1.5 m wide, was
floating on the surface 120 km offshore, south of

Port Lincoln. Uufotumately the boat from which

the discovery wa& insole did oat have facilities to

keep ihe specimen whole, and so it was cut up and
subsequently sold for hail. However, nvo ann^ DTU3

the bea\s were recovered, thus permitting yenerie

identification.

Dismay at the destruction of such a scientifically

valuable specimen prompted fishermen to look out

for more and. in early May, 1980 two were re

covered from the same general area. One of these

had Ihe head and arms missing, but still weighed

93 kg and had a dorsal mantle length of 158 cm
The other specimen weighed in excess ot I Hi fcf

and measured 2.1 m total length. It was in almost

perfect condition and is currently frozen awaiting

.i more detailed examination

Preliminary Investigations have shown that tbv

specimens represent the genus Tanin^h ( Family:

Oclopoteuthidae), but as they have not been exa-

mined in detail a specific determination could not

be made. However, they are most likely T datmr

Joubin, 1931, as the genus is mouotypic and the

material at hand does not seem to vary markedly

from published descriptions 1 - 2
.

There arc a number ol distinctive features which
characterize this species. The arms are relatively

Short, about i of the manrle length and arc armed
with a series of hooks instead of suckers, The
second arms each bear a taree light organ at then

tip which was bright yellow in the present speci-

mens and measured about 5 X 3 cm. The tentacles

which account for most of the length in the hue
giant squids, ArrhUnKhis, ate absent m mafurc
specimens and vestigial in juveniles of Tunlngta.

The fins extend for most of the manile and arc

very large, making the body of the animal almost

SI broad as the manile length. The mantle wall

and fin Art extremely thick and gelatinous and the

body is relatively more bulky than any other spe-

cies of squid

Nearly Ml of the known specimens of Juninxht
have been collected ftom sperm whale stomachs,

and it is unusual to encounter them floating: on the

surface. It J9 possible thai they were regurgitated

by sperm whales, and this may he the case for the

specimen lacking a head, but the other two were
found in relatively good condition and the fisher-

men estimated that they had died only very
recently. According to the Porl Lincoln fishermen
dead squid often i:ome to the surface near the edge
of the continental shelf, but they arc quickly eaten

by seabirds and it is difficult to find a complete

Specimen* T, danar forms an important part of
the diet of sperm whales and by weight \h the most
Significant part of sperm whale dicrs a

. Clarke*

recorded beaks and portions of flesh of this species

from the stomachs of sperm whales caught near

Albany, W.A., but this is the first definite record

of Taningia from Australian waters, tfec pre

viously known distribution of Tanhtxia, mainly
From sperm whale stomachs, includes Ihe Azores,

Madeira* the equatorial Atlantic and the eastern

coast of South Africa".

I intend to publish the results of a more detailed

examination of Ihe specimens in the near future,
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